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Abstract. This paper describes a color image compression technique
based on Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT) and Genetic Algorithm
(GA). High degree of correlation between the RGB planes of a color
image is reduced by transforming them to more suitable space by using
the GA. This GA would enable us to find T1T2T3 representation, in
which T1 energy is more maximized than that of T2 and T3.

The result of the proposed method is compared with previous similar
published methods and the former is found superior in terms of quality
of the reconstructed image.

Further, proposed method is efficient in compression ability and fast
in implementation.

Keywords: Color image compression, Color space, Discrete wavelet
transform, Arithmetic encoder, Two-role encoder, Genetic algorithm.

1 Introduction

Compression/coding of digital image is done by detecting and removing redun-
dant information from the image. Image compression algorithm consists of two
basic categories:

Methods of the first category are called direct image compression[1], [2] meth-
ods which are applied directly on the samples of an image in the spatial domain.
Block Truncation Coding (BTC) and vector quantization are two widely used
spatial domain compression techniques [3].

The second category contains methods called transformmethods [1], [7], which
transform the image to frequency representations suitable for detecting and re-
moving redundancies, such as Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) [1], Discrete
Cosine Transform (DCT) [2], [8]and Discrete Wavelet transform (DWT)[12].

Of all the transform methods, the wavelet transform achieves better energy
compaction than the DCT and hence can help in providing better compression
for the same Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR).
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A comparative study of DCT and wavelet based image coding can be found
in [2].

In this paper, we propose a new color image compression method based on
DWT and an appropriate GA [13], [14]. The RGB system color representation
is the most commonly used in computer graphics. In fact, there are an infinite
number of possible color spaces instead of this common RGB channels. Many of
these other color spaces are derived by applying linear functions of R, G, B.

Recently, Douak et al.[4] proposed a color image compression algorithm based
on the DCT transform and the RGB to YCbCr transformation. However, in our
proposed approach we move from the RGB space to more suitable space for each
image, by using an appropriate GA. This suitable space is referred to as T1T2T3.

Indeed, our GA would enable us to find these T1T2T3 color space, in which T1

energy is more maximized than that of T2 and T3. This allows a more effective
compression because the information is condensed in the plan T1. Thus, compress
T2 and T3 more effectively .

In the remaining of this paper, the proposed method is referred to as GA-
DWT based compression approach.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 presents fundamental and methodological concepts needed in this

work, and describes the performance criteria used to elaborate the GA-DWT
based compression approach. Section 3 gives more details to explain the GA-
DWT based compression approach. Section 4 presents and discusses some ex-
perimental results. Section 5 gives a general conclusion and some ideas for future
research.

2 Basic Concepts

2.1 Genetic Algorithm

A GA (see [13] and [14]) is a probabilistic research algorithm that mimics the
process of natural evolution. This heuristic is routinely used to generate useful
solutions to search problems such as image compression [15], [16]. GAs, which
generate solutions to optimization problems using methods inspired by inheri-
tance, mutation, selection, and crossover.
In this paper, using the GA to find the T1T2T3 color space, bearing in mind
that T1 represents the luminance; T2 and T3 represent the chrominance as:

T1 = a11 × R+ a12 ×G+ a13 × B .

T2 = a21 × R+ a22 ×G+ a23 × B .

T3 = a31 × R+ a32 ×G+ a33 × B .

(1)

To solve the problem, we must find a = aij that maximizes the energy in T1

than that of the two other channels T2 and T3.
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GA processes:
Figure 1 shows the GA scheme used in this approach.

Fig. 1. The GA scheme

1. Generate Initial Population: create real-valued initial population of chromo-
somes. A chromosome in our algorithm is constituted by nine genes and
each gene is encoded as a real number. Figure 2 shows our chromosome
representation.

Fig. 2. The chromosome codification

2. Objective function: is used to calculate the effectiveness of each chromosome.
For a more complete review, see [15].

We define T1SE, T2SE, and T3SE, respectively, as T1, T2, T3 space energy
and TET1T2T3 express the total energy. Their definitions are:

T1SE = 100×
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f = T1SE− (T2SE + T3SE) . (6)

The problem is to maximize f .

3. Genetic Operators:
(a) Recombination (crossover): The crossover is the operator that exchanges

genetic material between two individuals by selecting a point at which
pieces of the parents are swapped in order to generate two new individu-
als [15]. In our implementation we use high-level recombination operator
(recombin) [19].

(b) Mutation: Mutation operator modifies the chromosome genes randomly
according to the mutation probability. We use real-value mutation (mut-
bga) [19] .

(c) The parameters of the algorithm: The behavior of the GA can be con-
trolled using many initial conditions and parameters. The various pa-
rameters of GA are shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Genetic algorithm parameters

Parameter Value

Population Size 50
Maximum generations 20
Crossover probability 0.8
Mutation probability 0.1

2.2 Discrete Wavelet Transform

The DWT (see [10] and [8]) is applied independently to the image components
and decorrelates the image into different scale sizes, preserving much of its spatial
correlation. A one-dimensional (1-D) DWT consists of a low (L) and high (H)
pass filter splitting a line of pixels into two lines of half the size. Application of
the filters to two-dimensional (2-D) images in horizontal and vertical directions
produces four subbands (LL, LH, HL, and HH). The LL subband is a lower
resolution representation of the original image, and the missing details are filtered
into the remaining subbands. The subbands contain the horizontal (LH), vertical
(HL), and diagonal (HH) edges on the scale size defined by the wavelet.

2.3 Performances Criterion

The performances of compression technique are based on two widely used essen-
tial criteria, the compression ratio, and the quality of the reconstructed image.
Here, compression ratio is measured in terms of Bits Per Pixel (bpp) and the
image quality in terms of PSNR [3]. The bpp is given by:

bpp =
size of compressed image in bits

number of pixels
. (7)
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The PSNR is given by [3]:

PSNR = 10× log10

(
2552 × 3

MSE(R) +MSE(G) +MSE(B)

)

. (8)

3 GA-DWT Based Compression Approach

The different steps of transformation, compression and decompression are sum-
marized in Fig.3 .

Fig. 3. The process of compression

3.1 GA-DWT Based Compression Phase

In this phase, the proposed GA-DWT based compression technique is built
around several steps. Each step will be explained in more details as follows:

1. Genetic Algorithm: we use the GA to find the T1T2T3 color space. T1 rep-
resents luminance information and T2, T3 are chrominance information.

2. RGB to T1T2T3 transformation: The reason of this process is that most
of the image energy lies within T1 component and also human eye is more
sensitive towards luminance change than color changes. So is good to work
in T1T2T3 domain and to treat these three components separately.
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3. DWT procedure: In this step, the process applies the DWT on the original
image up to three levels in order to obtain the vector of wavelet coefficients.
We note that we used mother wave bior4.4 detailed in [10].

4. Thresholding: simply, if the absolute values of NonZero Wavelet Coefficients
(NZWC) are less than a given THreshold (TH), these coefficients are elimi-
nated.
In this step we employed the bisection algorithm similar to that in [5] to
control the PNSR in advance with a precision of convergence ε (it is chosen
equal to 0.01).

5. Quantification: In this step, the NZWC are quantified by a linear quan-
tification of size Q bits. The objective of this quantification is to reduce
the number of bits necessary to the representation of these coefficients.The
quantification of the NZWC is done according to the formula [5]:

QNZWC =
⌊
1 +

NZWC−NZWCMin

NZWCMax −NZWCMin
× (2Q − 2)

⌋
. (9)

where: ��represents the nearer value, NZWCMin is the minimal value of
NZWC, NZWCMax maximal value of NZWC and Q is the lowest quantizer
resolution.

In this step, every NZWC is quantized to become a Quantified NZWC
(QNZWC) with the lowest possible resolution.

6. The Two Role Encoder (TRE): In this step, the process encodes the quan-
tified coefficients in the zig-zag sequence by lossless encoding TRE [5]. The
QNZWC is coded by a non negative integer of width equal(Q+ 1) bits .

The thresholding step yields to many long run of zeros, each one is replaced
by only one TRE code of (Q + 1) bits. The minimum run of zeros that is
allowed to be coded by a TRE code is 1, the maximum value is 2Q − 1.

7. Arithmetic encoder: The concatenation of all vectors produces a global vector
that is compressed by means of the arithmetic encoder.

3.2 GA-DWT Based Decompression Phase

Decompression is just the inverse process of compression as indicated in Fig. 3.

4 Experimental Results and Performance Comparison

In order to assess and test the robustness and the efficiency of the proposed GA-
DWT based approach, we have used the well-known color images : Airplane,
Peppers, Lena of size 512× 512 for each one and Girl, Couple and House of size
256× 256 for each one.

The results reported in Table 2; show the efficiency in performance of our
GA-DWT based approach in the T1T2T3 color space.

The curves given on the Fig.4 illustrate that the bpp and the PSNR obtained
in the T1T2T3 space are better than of the direct application on the RGB space.
Therefore these results confirm that the T1T2T3 color space is more suitable for
compression.
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Table 2. Performances in the RGB and T1T2T3 space for the different quantizer width

RGB color space T1T2T3 color space

Q 7 bits 8 bits 9 bits 7 bits 8 bits 9 bits

Images PSNR bpp PSNR bpp PSNR bpp PSNR bpp PSNR bpp PSNR bpp

Airplane 30.90 0.83 31.21 0.90 31.51 1.02 31.84 0.57 31.85 0.56 31.74 0.63
Peppers 30.95 0.84 30.87 0.97 30.97 0.95 31.94 0.95 31.94 0.87 31.74 0.97
Lena 32.85 1.08 32.85 1.18 33.00 1.21 33.51 0.81 33.84 0.75 33.15 0.82
Girl 35.75 0.90 35.48 0.96 35.88 1.10 36.25 0.57 35.74 0.56 35.87 0.58
Couple 33.57 1.50 32.87 1.53 33.87 1.72 32.36 0.89 32.90 1.01 33.99 1.12
House 32.27 1.14 32.17 1.25 32.17 1.36 32.87 0.90 32.09 0.93 32.87 1.06
Zelda 31.67 1.21 31.57 1.29 31.57 1.46 32.77 0.89 31.86 0.87 31.96 1.06

Average 32.57 1.07 32.43 1.15 32.71 1.26 33.08 0.80 33.03 0.79 33.05 0.89

(a) (b)

Fig. 4. Performances in the RGB and T1T2T3 space applied for Lena and Girl color
images: (a) Lena, (b) Girl

Figure 5 gives visual and quantitative results of the proposed method.
Comparative results of the recent published algorithms in [3][4] and our pro-

posed algorithm are presented in Table 3.

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 5. Reconstructed images: (a) Airplane (PSNR= 31.16, bpp= 0.49), (b) Peppers
(PSNR=31.20, bpp =0.83), (c) Lena (PSNR=32.76, bpp=0.66 )
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Table 3, shown clearly that the results of our approach are particularly pow-
erful compared to the CBTC-PF and CDABS.

Table 3. Performances comparison between the proposed method, CDABS and the
CBTC-PF algorithm

Images
Proposed method CDABS [4] CBTC-PF
PNSR bpp PNSR bpp PNSR bpp

Airplane 31.16 0.49 30.38 0.59 30.36 1.04
Peppers 31.20 0.83 30.05 0.80 30.15 1.50
Lena 32.76 0.66 31.97 0.81 31.93 1.17
Cirl 35.90 0.41 35.00 0.45 35.13 0.60
Couple 32.87 0.89 32.28 0.92 32.44 1.00
House 32.10 0.83 31.72 0.82 31.79 1.20
Zelda 31.98 0.76 31.33 0.87 31.31 1.12

Average 32.57 0.69 31.82 0.75 31.87 1.09

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we have proposed a new color image compression method based
on DWT and an appropriate GA. This approach is based on the fact that there
are an infinite number of possible color spaces instead of the RGB channels. The
best of these other color spaces are deriving by using a GA based on the DWT
transform. Indeed, we apply our proposed GA-DWT approach in order to find a
more suitable space referred to as T1T2T3 for each image from the given RGB
image. Thus, this new GA-DWT approach has the ability to build this base
T1T2T3 , which T1 energy is more maximized than that of T2 and T3 , which
permits a more effective compression because the information is concentrated in
the plan T1. Thus, our GA-DWT have the ability to compresses more effectively
T2 and T3 in order to eliminate the intercolor planes correlation.

The evaluation tests and experimental results obtained on different color im-
ages, showed clearly that the T1T2T3 color space is better than RGB in general.
In addition, the obtained results are rather satisfactory compared to the CBTC-
PF and CDABS.
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